
TODAY, I GIVE UP TRYING

Chapter: 1588

“Master, master… Master???”

Black and white Shuangsha almost bit his tongue.

This young man is the master of the mad god of blood hell?

Will there still be a master for the overbearing existence of the blood

prison mad god?

and many more!

The master of the bloody mad god, isn’t that…

hiss!

The two suddenly took a breath of air-conditioning, and then paralyzed

to the ground with a fright, looking at Lin Fan with panic.

This young man in front of him is the king of the dark world?

See here!

Everyone present was stunned. What kind of terrifying identity did Lin

Fan have, so he directly scared and paralyzed the existence of black and

white Shuangsha?

In that way, it was like a mouse meeting a cat.

And Lin Fan couldn’t smile, helplessly said:

“What are you doing? I said that if I forgive you, I won’t break my

promise!”

“We know… we can’t help it!”

Black and white smiled bitterly, they didn’t want to be ashamed, but the

problem was that they couldn’t control it.

As soon as they thought of Lin Fan’s identity, they couldn’t help but

soften their legs.

There was a deep bitterness on the faces of the two brothers.

Didn’t you lose unjustly!

It can even be said that it is their honor to lose in the hands of such an

existence!

Right now, they glanced at each other, and then said in unison:

“Sir, please let us follow you!”

Wow!

The moment they heard this, everyone was in an uproar.

Existing like a god, after being easily defeated by Lin Fan, he didn’t

care about his face and wanted him to be his master?

Mei Yingxue only felt dizzy, and she couldn’t stand still.

dream!

I must be dreaming!

Lin Fan glanced at them and said with a smile:

“You know how to hit snakes and stick with sticks!”

Hearing this ridicule, the two brothers were ecstatic, because Lin Fan

refused.

Since there is no rejection, it is agreed!

Being able to work under the banner of such a fierce man is a blessing

that they have cultivated in their eight lifetimes. Even the existence of

the bloody mad god must be worshipped by him, not to mention them.

Huh!

In the next instant, Lin Fan was the cold general Mei Yingxue.

Mei Yingxue was about to pee immediately, and she looked at Lin Fan

with her eyes. She knew very well that if Lin Fan wanted to kill her, it

would be a matter of minutes. She didn’t even have the power to resist.

At the moment, she screamed:

“Xiaobai, you rubbish, get out of here! Stop this bastard!”

With that said, she stepped back and wanted to find a chance to escape.

And that Xiaobai, obviously a dead soldier of the Mei family, walked

staggeringly even though he was seriously injured, his eyes sharply

blocking Lin Fan’s.

See it!

A flash of contempt flashed in Lin Fan’s eyes:

“Lin’s daughter-in-law, is that courageous? I thought you were not

afraid of heaven and earth?”

“you!”

Mei Yingxue was so angry that she was shaking all over, and she

became angry and said:

“Lin Fan, let me tell you, I am your elder mother! If you kill me, it is

against ethics and you will be condemned by heaven!”

Hahaha!

Lin Fan was amused by the other party’s shamelessness, and shook his

head helplessly:

“I even killed a few brothers, and I still care about you, a big aunt?”

Upon hearing this, Mei Yingxue trembled even more severely. How

could a top master alone be able to stop the existence that even the

black and white double evil spirits could not stop?

Not to mention Xiaobai was injured!

“Don’t worry, I am not going to kill you!”

Lin Fan shook his head and smiled contemptuously:

“Because I want you to help me bring words to the Lin family!”

moment!

Mei Yingxue let go of her heart, and then looked at Lin Fan vigilantly:

“What’s the message?”

Lin Fan pursed his eyebrows, his eyes suddenly filled with coldness:

“Tell them! Lin Fan is back, with his resentment and anger!”

“The Lin Family, it’s time to endure his thunder anger!”
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